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In this study we have re-analyzed high-resolution spectra of pure CO and CO broadened by hydrogen recorded in the
spectral range of the first overtone band.a We have used four different line shapes in the multispectrum analysis (Voigt,
speed dependent Voigt, Rautian, and Rautian with speed dependence) and compared the resulting line shape parameters.
The line mixing coefficients have been calculated using the Exponential Power Gap and the Energy Corrected Sudden
scaling laws. A classical approach was applied to calculate CO line widths in CO-H2 and CO-CO collisions. The formulas
of classical impact theoryb are used for calculation of dipole absorption half-widths along with exact 3DHamilton equations
for simulation of molecular motion. The calculations utilize Monte Carlo averaging over collision parameters and simple
interaction potential (Tipping-Herman + electrostatic).cd Molecules are treated as rigid rotors. The dependences of CO
half-widths on rotational quantum number J  24 are computed and compared with measured data at room temperature.
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